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EPR Workshop for Municipalities
•

RCA held event on September 12, 2017 - an event for AB municipalities to learn about the
opportunity EPR provides

•

AB muni’s are not yet calling for EPR – implementation in other provinces was driven by
municipal advocacy

•

Lessons learned re EPR for Packaging and Printed Paper (PPP):
•

EPR significantly shifts responsibility and cost for operating curbside and depot recycling
programs to producers

•

BC municipalities’ early fears about transitioning to EPR were unfounded – especially
concerns about ensuring high-quality service to residents

•

Alberta’s consumers are already paying for PPP programs across Canada, but are receiving
none of the benefits

What is EPR?
Official definition:
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR): OECD defines EPR as an environmental policy
approach in which a producer’s responsibility for a product is extended to the postconsumer stage of a product’s life cycle.
What this means for municipalities: $$$
EPR is a policy and program approach that shifts operational responsibility and cost of
managing specific wastes from the municipal tax base to producers (brand owners,
manufactures, retailers).

How EPR Program Design Affects Municipalities
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Stewardship continuum designed by EPR Canada
* BC’s system has allowed for one province-wide collective PPP program
**ON’s future system allows for multiple arrangements
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How PPP Program Design Affects Municipalities
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How EPR Program Design Affects Municipalities
Prov.

Muni role

Producer
Funding (2016)

Collected

(material management)

Producer Cost
Obligation

AB

collect, process & market

0%

$0
$0 /capita

comparable
stat n/a

BC

1)
2)
3)

up to 100%
(all costs)

$74 million
$15.88 /capita

185,477
41 kg /capita

SK

collect, process & market

up to 75%
(agreed to costs)

$5.6 million
$5.06 /capita

36,675
44 kg /capita

opt out -status quo; or
opt in -collect at $ rate; or
opt in –no role –i.e., Recycle BC
collects, processes & markets

MB

collect, process & market

up to 80%
(agreed to costs)

$16.3 million
$12.72 /capita

ON
current

collect, process & market

up to 50%
(agreed to costs)

$121.6 million
$9.04 /capita

QU

collect, process & market

up to 100%
(agreed to costs)

$150 million
$18.37 /capita

Note: Collected tonnes are not recycled tonnes. Only BC & QU also report on recycled tonnes, which is a truer
measure of diversion / environmental benefit.

(2016 tonnes)

Producer82,184
operated
72 kg /capita
(all
costs,
comparable
all
risk)
stat n/a

776 000 (2015)
94 kg /capita

ON Experience – Cautionary Tale
• Current system, first regulated in 2002
• Muni’s obligated to operate curbside or depot PPP recycling programs and
obligated to seek ongoing efficiencies; Producers obligated to pay 50% of
efficient costs
§
§

Producers have no control over municipal system operation
Muni’s have no control on new material types producers supply into the market

• Result was 15 years of annual negotiation/mediation/litigation ($$$) to define
the ‘obligated to costs’
§
§
§

Annual negotiations became a flash point
Producers claimed muni’s weren’t making a best effort to be efficient
Municipalities claimed their use of competitive tenders proved efficiency

• End result: focus was program cost, not environment or customer service

ON Experience – Cautionary Tale
• New Act passed -Waste-Free Ontario Act, 2016
• Will require a transition from the current partial EPR state to a future full EPR
state
§ For PPP, this means a transition from 50% cost responsibility and no responsibility to
operate to 100% responsibility for costs and operations
§ Nuance in ON is that individual producers – not a collective program operator(s)- are
assigned responsibility [i.e., who is legally liable for results]

• Now in the process of planning the transition from the past to the future –
potential for 5+ years of transition
§

•

Minister requires transition to address installed municipal capital

Provincial government will set required performance standards in regulation

BC Experience
•

First regulated in 2012, 100% producer responsibility from the start

•

Transition from muni-operated/ muni-funded programs to producer-operated programs

•

Producers obligated to operate a program that meets provincial expectations
§ Formed Recycle BC (formerly MMBC)
§ Producers defined an offer to municipalities
I.
II.

III.

§
§
•
•

Muni’s could opt out of program and continue as is -no producer delivery of EPR
Muni’s could opt into program and act as a service provider to Recycle BC for collection only –paid collection
incentive
Muni’s could turn PPP collection over to producer responsibility organization (Recycle BC) entirely -100% producer
cost/risk

In both options II and III, Recycle BC takes control of the material once collected at
curb/depot (i.e., retains all costs of material processing and all risks of material management)
In Option III, Recycle BC is also responsible for all costs of material collection

Municipalities biggest concern was ensuring continued high-quality service to ratepayers
Other concerns –how to deal with existing contracts, stranded assets, unions

BC Experience – Story of Three Communities
1. Regional District of Kootenay Boundary

•

Context -Population 30,700; 12,500 homes
§
§
§

•

KOOTENAY – 7,200 homes
BOUNDARY – 5,260 homes
9 Depots

At first, decided to ‘opt in’ accepting Recycle BC’s offer of $/ household to collect at curb
§
§
§

Began as a collection agent to Recycle BC providing collection services to their residents
Early decision based on short turnaround time (i.e., limited time to consider Recycle BC offer)
Also had existing contracts /obligations to factor into decision (third party collectors)

•

Challenges: meeting Recycle BC’s contamination requirements, funding did not cover all costs

•

July 1, 2017 - decided to turn program collection over to Recycle BC (households & 5 of 9
depots)

•

Savings close to $1 million/year from pre-program

BC Experience – Story of Three Communities
2. Cariboo Regional District

• Context –Limited PPP collection prior to 2014
§
§
§
§

•

Population 60,000; 80,262 square kilometers
Interior BC; 6-8 hours drive to material markets
12 electoral areas, 4 member municipalities
32 refuse sites; only 11 controlled

Since partnering with Recycle BC in May of 2014:
§
§
§

2 member muni’s partnered with Recycle BC directly to deliver curbside recycling; one
additional opted for Recycle BC to provide service
CRD operates:
§ curbside collection in 108 Mile Ranch (1,100 HH)
§ 13 recycling depots
Recycled tonnes have doubled

• Recycle BC $40/household does not cover all CRD costs, but could if CRD turned
programs over
§

Current CRD savings is $145,000 for curbside; $200 / tonne depots

BC Experience – Story of Three Communities
3. City of Vancouver

•

Context:
§
Population 650,000; one of 22 member munis of Metro Vancouver
§
110,000 “single family” curbside households; 88,000 “stops” due to duplexes,
triplexes, fourplexes, converted dwellings
§
166,000 multi-family households (4,600 stops); 109,000 HH (2,300 stops) by
Waste Management (CoV sub-contractor); 57,000 HH (2,000 stops) collected
by City crews

•

In 2014, opted in becoming a collector of Recycle BC
§
Accepted $40 / household
§
Early decision based on concerns about service to rate payers and limited time
to review offer, existing assets/contracts etc.

•

In 2016, made decision to divest and turn all collection services over to Recycle BC

BC Experience – Story of Three Communities
3. City of Vancouver

Factors in decision to divest (i.e., turn collection over to Recycle BC)
1.
2.
3.

4.

Multi-family contracts expiring
City fleet at end-of-service
City facing funding shortfall that would have to be recouped by charging back
to residents or could turn collection over to Recycle BC who would cover all
costs
§ $ 8M revenue from Recycle BC (where CoV accepted $40 / household)
§ $12M budget
§ ($4M) shortfall in 2015 forecasted to rise to ($5M) in 2016
Could redirect their budget for recycling to other high demand recycling
initiatives

BC Experience – Story of Three Communities
3. City of Vancouver

Recycle BC met Council’s concerns
1. Recycle BC committed to same level of service -schedule, materials
2. Maintained multi-family recycling participation
§ By-law requires buildings to have recycling program
§ Buildings were automatically subscribed to Recycle BC service
provider
§ Buildings could opt-out if desired (very few opted out)
3. City worked with union and re-deployed staff
§ Developed Labour Adjustment Plan to move staff to new positions in
Sanitation and some existing vacancies in Engineering

What can we learn from other jurisdictions?
1. EPR for PPP will only happen if muni’s demand
2. EPR shifts responsibility for delivering curbside and depot PPP programs to
producers – AB municipalities are missing out on a significant funding
opportunity
3. Key differences in how regulations are designed determine producers’
responsibilities, municipal roles, and the costs/risk for municipalities in
implementation
4. BC muni’s generally wish they had been involved earlier in program design,
so that they could better assess their participation
5. EPR for PPP has resulted in more material diversion – same or better
diversion, uniform list of materials targeted province-wide, race to the top

Discussion Points
1. Is EPR something you are interested in?
2. From what you have heard, is it worth pursuing?
3. What additional information do you need to form an opinion
and/or determine whether it is a good thing for your
municipality?
4. Are there specific elements you would like to see in any EPR
program?
5. How would you suggest we advocate for increased EPR?

